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Abstract—The article describes an attempt to develop a method to reveal the author's intention in a scientific text based on evidential markers. The method proposed in the article is based on the analysis of the proportion of explicit and implicit evidential markers, correlation of evidential strategy markers with axiological operators and some other data expressed in a scientific text. The described method transforms the evidential markers into a tool to reveal the authors intention and thus adds to reader’s understanding of the ways an author creates scientific texts and discourse.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The present paper addresses the study of discourse-pragmatic functions of evidential markers in scientific discourse, and attempts to create a method of revealing the author’s intentions through evidential strategy in academic articles published in Russian. The author's intention in scientific discourse is regarded in this article as an explicitly expressed problem, the aim of writing an academic paper. It is also assumed that evidential markers are means of implementing the author's intention in an academic text.

The approaches to the understanding of the author’s intention differ depending on discourse. It is obvious that the author’s intention in academic texts is expressed explicitly. It can even be inferred from the compositional parts of the text such as title, purposes, etc., though other types of discourse may manifest different forms of communication between the author and the reader as shown in [1].

The idea of evidential strategy comes from the concept of evidentiality, which has been looked at from different perspectives. The first perspective considers evidentiality in its narrow sense, as a grammatical phenomenon [2, 3], Palmer [4], Chafe [5] and Crystal, D. [6] are the representatives of a semantic view on evidentiality and consider evidential constructions as part of epistemic modality. The third view [7] on evidentiality is pragmatic; it claims that evidential constructions have additional pragmatic values.

Aikhenvald in her work [8] states that words and constructions the meaning of which is associated with information source (verbs, adverbs, adjectives, parentheticals, modal verbs, particles and speech report constructions) should be “considered apart from closed evidential systems” [8]. She also states that “the term ‘evidential’ is best used for closed grammatical systems, and the term ‘information source’ for the vast body of other ways of referring to knowing things” [8]. Lampert and Lampert [9], on the contrary, argue, “the category of evidentiality is of use only, we conjecture, if a radical conceptual stance is taken in order to not miss capturing alternative linguistic strategies of expressing this notion. Hence, we strongly endorse the primacy of functional criteria and suggest including all linguistic representations that serve as cues for evidentiality in context”.

Many linguists consider evidentiality to be associated with the concepts of epistemic modality and stance and describe evidential constructions as epistemic expressions. This view was put forward in Babel [10] and brought about opposing views.

In the Russian linguistic literature, the problem of evidential meanings and devices was first discussed by G. A. Zolotova in her “Essay on the functional syntax of the Russian language” in 1973. She noticed that sentences conveying the information about objective reality may include “another structural-semantic area” which is related to the subject of perception, ascertaining and evaluating of the phenomena of reality and, in some cases, relating to the nature of perception” [11]. She called this phenomenon “authorization”, stressing that the meanings it conveys relate to the subject (that is, an author). Following this view, evidential markers are considered in this article as a semantic class particularizing the source of information.

First presented as a notion of functional and semantic syntax, “authorization” attracted attention of a great number of Russian researchers. They came to realize that this complex notion revealed itself in different levels of language system and thus could be viewed and described from different aspects, including sentence, text, style, and discourse.

In this article the differences in the status of evidentiality are ignored because evidential devices (in Russian “authorization constructions”) are considered as devices referring to the source of information, and the focus is made on the structures with assessment meaning that accompany them in the academic texts. Evidentiality in this way can be “defined as the functional category that refers to the perceptual and / or epistemological basis for marking a speech act” [12]. Moreover, the overt coding of evidentiality in both Russian and English is optional, which means there is no closed set of morpho-syntactical markers, so quite a wide range of linguistic devices can code evidentiality.
Taking into consideration the title of this paper, it can be said that evidentiality in this work is analysed from a wide view [13], which means that the speaker’s assessment, the field of epistemicity and pragmatic analysis of evidentiality are taken into account.

As for the author’s intention, it is assumed to a certain extent that it is subject to interpretation even in scientific discourse, where it should be expressed clearly and explicitly. The author agrees with Irvin saying that “interpretation can legitimately aim at a variety of direction targets, which might include the meaning intended by the author, the meaning(s) careful and well-informed audiences attribute to the work, or the meanings projected onto the work by audiences engaged in virtually unconstrained interpretative play” [14]. So in this paper it is suggested that the combination of evidentials with positive or negative attributes as author’s positive or negative attitude to the subject matter, is part of author’s intention expressed (encoded) in a research article. It should be mentioned, that it is not the meaning of words that is subject to interpretation in this work. Interpretation here is not concerned with the linguistic meaning of words and should be considered in a broader sense, as part of speech-acts.

Moreover, the central idea of this paper is that the combination of evidentials (or simply markers of information source) with positive or negative attributes can be a means of discourse organization and, consequently, influence the transmission of scientific knowledge.

Thus, this work develops the idea of cognitive-discursive analysis of evidentiality first introduced in [15]. In accordance with this approach, evidentiality is presented as a means of speech, which marks the author’s cognitive-discursive activity in a text. This activity consists in embodying the emerging knowledge structured in accordance with the author's concept, his/her world outlook and based on the epistemic conditions embedded in a text.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The method of the author’s intention analysis in relation to evidentiality in a scientific text presented in this paper is based on the way a reader perceives the topic (the idea) of the text. There are two factors that are taken into consideration: 1) the ratio of subjectivized / objectified forms of evidentiality / evidentiality to the subject matter in a sentence within a selected micro theme, and 2) the connection of evidential devices with positive / negative estimation of a micro theme. By subjectivised forms of evidentiality the author means evidential devices that introduce the speaker’s source of information (I think, to my mind, as I said, etc.). Objectified forms introduce somebody else’s opinion, thoughts, ideas (he states, they wrote, the paper deals with, etc.). Any operators denoting assessment (highly informative, very useful, worth mentioning, of low value, etc) may be negative or positive. It is assumed here, that both logical and compositional structure of a scientific text is characterized by the combination of evidential devices accompanied by estimation operators. Thus, the following combinations (called models) can be distinguished: 1) explicit evidential devices with positive (a), “neutral” (b), negative (c) assessment, and 2) implicit evidential devices with positive (a), “neutral” (b), negative (c) assessment. Conventionally these modes are denoted here as 1A, 1B, 1B, 2A, 2B, 2B.

Analysing how these models occur in a scientific text can contribute to the possibilities of characterizing such texts from the point of view of the author’s manner of writing, of revealing the author’s strategies of text building, and much more. Revealing the author’s intention and text strategies based on finding the suggested models places this attempt to an array of both cognitive-oriented studies (because, in the end, it aims at analysing the mental processes underlying knowledge representation) and pragmatic ones (due to its focus on authorial intentions).

Considering the importance of the category of assessment in the present study, it is necessary to describe how the author regards it. Following a number of researchers, assessment is considered as a verbalized (reflected and registered in a speech act) result of the qualifying activity of consciousness. It can also be the activity of the sensory (sensual, emotive) sphere of the human psyche, as well as the psychological process in which value is “grasped” by consciousness.

The fact that research articles, fixing the cognitive process and its result, are permeated with assessment, it was described in detail in the works of [16] and [17].

The key features of assessment in research articles is the predominance of the rational type of assessment (97.3%) over the emotional type (2.7%), and the fact that positive assessment operators prevail in such texts [18]. The means of assessment include numerous units of different levels of language: lexical (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, phraseological combinations), syntactic operators ( cliché phrases, negative adversee constructions, interrogative and exclamatory sentences), “predicates of opinion” [19], as well as context. According to Bazhenova and Kondakov, “it is important that estimation is the basis of conceptual knowledge that is formed and developed in the text. Explicitly or implicitly expressed estimation is always connected with the author’s choice of concept, idea or just judgment, opinion, belief, statement, fact as certain (positive or negative) scientific value [20].

III. RESULTS

Turning to the text analysis, the approach to the selection of texts will be described. Firstly, the focus of our attention is on the texts with the explicitly expressed purpose of research, which is an indispensable attribute of a research article and a manifestation of the author’s intention. Secondly, such a text should introduce a certain problem (theme) that is developed in the article; it should contain some new knowledge about the subject under review. It is common practice to describe the purpose of the article in the title and the introductory part. In the first text under review, the article by Bychkova [21], the goal is expressed by means of meta talk: “We will analyse rhinology in this way, which will help to identify the image of the nose as a particularly significant part of the body in Gogol’s works”.

The goal formulated in this way signifies about the author’s intention to refer to a number of information sources (Gogol’s works), and to give a positive assessment of the selected object (the significance of the nose compared with other organs of
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human perception). Thus, the **nose** is the central problem (theme) of the article under review.

Next, all the sentences containing this lexeme are selected and distributed according to the following parameters: implicit / explicit forms of evidential devices and the presence of assessment operators. Interpretation is sometimes required to judge if the assessment is positive or negative.

In the text under review, these sentences are arranged as follows. Nineteen sentences contain the implicit forms of evidentiality and neutral evaluation of the *nose* lexeme, that is 2B model. Another six sentences with implicit form of evidentiality contain a positive evaluation of the lexeme (2A model).

Thus, 24 sentences include implicit forms of evidentiality. Among the sentences with explicit forms of evidentiality six demonstrate neutral assessment, eight sentences are marked with positive assessment, and no sentences with negative assessment were revealed. The absence of sentences with evidential devices accompanied by negative assessment of the main lexeme can obviously be explained as the general predominance of axiological operators with positive assessment in research articles mentioned above [18]. The pragmatic set of this combination is to show the image of the **nose** as a particularly significant part of the body both in Gogol’s work and in the research article.

Among the sentences with implicit evidential devices, which are described here as containing a neutral evaluation, several sentences contain at the same time a positive assessment of other objects directly related to the main lexeme. One example could be the image of the *nose*: *Носом подчиняется и фразой «носовые ноздри»*, создающей выразительный пластический образ [21] - The objectivity of the *nose* is emphasized by the phrase *“nasal nostrils”*, which creates an expressive plastic image. Also assessed in this way are the functions of the *nose* which are not inherent to it: *Как и лимбический мозг*, который связан с функционированием подсознания, *литературные носы обладают самостоятельностью в поведении* [21] - Like the limbic brains, which are connected with the functioning of the subconscious, literary noses are independent in their behavior; *Анна Андреевна предпочитает отказаться от своих глаз и пользоваться одним носом* [21] - Anna Andreevna prefers to refuse from her eyes and use only her nose; *Чтобы разглядеть что-либо глазами, персонажам произведения необходимо высунуть нос...* [21] - In order to see something with their eyes, the characters of the novel need to stick their **nose** out.

A remarkable feature of sentences with implicit evidentiality accompanied by positive evaluation is that all of them (in the article in question 100%) describe the properties and functions of the main lexeme (concept) in a positive way.

Способность быть чутким, осторожным также связана с чувствительностью носа [21] - The ability to be responsive and careful is also associated with the sensitivity of the **nose**; В мире гоголевских произведений главную роль в коммуникации человека с миром играет нос [21] - In the world of Gogol’s works, the main role in a man’s communication with the world is played by the **nose**; Таким образом, ссылаясь на К. Шекспира, Гофман не только помещает сюжет рассказа в риноологический контекст концепта сна, но и объясняет архетипическую связь носа и мотива познания ... [21] - Thus, referring to Shakespeare, Hoffmann not only puts the plot of the story in the rhinological context of sleep, but also plays with the archetypal connection of the **nose** and the cognitive process ...; Таким образом, нос, обладая способностями всех пяти чувств, а порой и замещающей собой остальные части тела, оказывается способным воспринимать информацию в любом виде [21] - Thus, the **nose** with its abilities of all the five senses, sometimes takes the place of the other parts of the body, and is able to perceive information in any form; In the cases considered, the **nose** acts as the main means of communication with the world, which also corresponds to primitive people’s ideas about smells, who used incense and burned sacrifices to communicate with the gods; Нос оказывается продолжением мозга... [21] - The **nose** turns out to be an extension of the brain...

The analysis of sentences with explicit forms of evidentiality and positive evaluation of the main topic shows some pragmatic and meaningful differences. An essential feature of such sentences is that in terms of content they describe the characteristics of the main concept in a narrower aspect, reflecting the transition from the general to the particular, from the plural to the individual. The subject of perception, qualification, and the source of information tend to "uniqueness". Носы у Гоголя отвечают не только за обоняние, но и оказываются необходимыми для функционирования всех остальных чувств [21] - Gogol’s **noses** are responsible not only for the sense of smell, but also prove necessary for the functioning of all the other senses; Полну преобразование ощущения представляет себе как совершенную идею Анна Андреевна... [21] - Anna Andreevna thinks that replacing vision with a sense of smell could be a perfect idea; И, наконец, самостоятельность образа носа Гоголь подчеркивает, уравнивая его с человеческим сознанием [21] - And finally, Gogol emphasizes the independence of the image of the **nose**, equalizing it with the human consciousness; С этим соотносится факт физиологии о том, что в головном мозге обоняние уделяет целый отдел, и, исходя из такой логики, получается, что большие размеры носа коррелируют с высоким уровнем интеллекта [21] - The physiology fact that the whole brain region is responsible for to the sense of smell in the brain is related to this, and, based on this logic, it turns out that a big **nose** signifies a high level of intelligence; Из данного примера видно, что нос представляется одушевленным с помощью не только семантических, но и грамматических средств.
The number of “detection subjects” can also be higher: the focus on single and individual characteristics of an object is also intrinsic to the sentences with explicit form of evidentiality and neutral assessment of the main concept of the novel (type 1B). Thus, the verbalized author’s intention in the first text demonstrates a higher number of assessment operators with a positive meaning in the sentences with both implicit and explicit forms of evidentiality. A somewhat different authorial intention in the second article (finding a definition to self-identification) makes qualification meaning more important and assessment meanings less represented.

IV. DISCUSSION

Thus, the verbalized author’s intention in the research articles determines the appropriate selection of language means of its expression in the aspect of evidentiality. So, the intent to describe the main lexeme (the main concept of the text) as positive (which is significant in the article under review) is reflected in the prevalence of axiological indicators with a positive assessment in both sentences with implicit and explicit forms of evidentiality.

Evidential devices introducing the source of information lead to the inclusion of additional meanings the common feature of which is a strong focus on a separate, individual and outstanding characteristic of the object. This feature is emphasized and contrasted with the other features. The positive assessment of the main concept makes these meaning even more emphasized, while neutral assessment makes them less underlined.
It seems that the described property of evidentiality has a cognitive basis and its origin is in the intent to streamline knowledge when fixing it in the text. It means that each idea worth attention has its own author, and only the defining outstanding characteristics of the object are worth consideration.

The compliance of the selected evidential devices to the goals and objectives of the author forms the text-building function of evidentiality. Moreover, the selection and use of evidential constructions may not only reflect the author’s strategies throughout a text, but also, given a sufficient amount of analysis, may characterize the style of a researcher as well.

V. CONCLUSION

Thus, analyzing the proportion of explicit and implicit evidential markers in a sentence and matching them with axiological operators and some other data expressed in a scientific text allows revealing the author’s intention through evidentiality. This makes evidential markers a tool to explore the author’s intention. Apart from analyzing the author’s intention, the presented method is helpful in describing ways of scientific texts and discourse creation.
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